§ 1. Introduction. Let Ω be the projective limit space of a sequence of probability space Ω n which is a certain subset of (n -1)-dimensional sphere with the usual uniform probability distribution on it. T. Hida [2] , starting from a sequence of finite dimensional flows {T ( t n) } which are derived from some one-parameter subgroups of rotations of spheres, constructed a flow {T*} on Ω as the limit of them. Observing his method, the concept of consistency of flows {T { t n) } which approximate {Tt} seems to play an essential role in his work [2] . As will be made clear in the following sections, the concept of consistency is closely related to the projective limiting structure of our basic space Ω. The purpose of this paper is to determine all the flows on Ω which can be approximated in the sense of [2] by finite dimensional flows.
In the first part of Section 2, some results in [3] which are needed for the following discussions are summarized, and later it is proved that a sequence of consistent flows determines a flow on Ω. Further we prove that such finite dimensional flows derived from one-parameter subgroups of rotations will be characterized from the standpoint both of their forms and of their spectral sets. In Section 3, we shall consider the converse problem to construct a sequence of flows which approximate a given one on Ω, and find a condition that these finite dimensional flows are one-parameter subgroups of rotations.
Although it can be pointed out that T\ n) converges to Tt in the sense of weak topology introduced in the set of all automorphisms on Ω t we shall not concern with further problems on this subject.
Finally, we would like to note that, in most places of our discussions, it is not necessary to avail ourselves of entire spheres if we consider set transformations instead of point transformations.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor T. Hida who has 168 HISAO NOMOTO encouraged him with kind discussions. § 2. Limit of flows on finite dimensional spheres. Let S n be (n -1) -sphere with radius j~n, B(S n ) be the topological Borel field and P n be the uniform probabity measure on S«. Let
can be expressed in the form This /m ifl determines a homomorphic mapping from the measure space (£", B n , P Λ )
to {Ωm, B m , Pm). Moreover, the system l(Ω n , B Λ , Pn) fm,nl is a sequentially maximal topological stochastic family in the sense of S. Bochner, so that we can form a probability space (Ω, B, P) which is the projective limit of this system ( [1] , [3] ). Let M f = {np p>\) be a cofinal subset of the above set M and let (. §, B, P) be a projective limit probability space which is determined by the subsystem t(Ώ n >, B n >, Pn>) fm>.n> I m\ vt e Λf'l Then, since 5 is a closed subset of the weak product Π £"/, it is a Borel set of S» = Π S« (weak product).
Therefore, we can define a probability measure P* on B* (topoligical Borel field of 5«) so as Poo(A) = P(i4Π 5), for each AeBoo. Now, let /v be the projection from S* onto S Λ >. Then we have the following proposition. 
gives an automorphism on S*>, and T induces an automorphism {mod 0) on Ω. This shows that the point CΓ (M/> <>/",(#) »'ej|fθ is in j?°, so that 7 1 maps i?°i nto Ω°. Moreover, it is easy to show that T is a one to one onto mapping.
so that we have Therefore, by cnsidering the determinants of both sides, it follows that hence,
Since pt is continuous in t, the left hand side of the above expression has constant sign, so that it should be either Case 1. ps+t -Ps# = V 1 -pj V 1 -pj for all s, t*0, or Case 2. p s+t -ρ s ρ t = -V 1 -ρl V 1 -P) for all s, t* 0.
In the case 1, if we set s = £, then Pu~ p\~l-p]> that is Pzt-l which is a contradiction. In the case 2, if we let s tend to -1, then the continuity of p t and (2.9) again imply a contradiction 1 ~pj= -(1 -p\). Therefore, we have proved that ρ t = 1 for some t* 0. Observing the above arguments, we can restrict the range of variables s and t within any symmetric region around the origin which is bounded away from it. Hence it is easily seen that pt = 1 for all t. This proves the necessity of the theorem. Sufficiency is obvious.
Let {Tt n) } be a one-parameter subgroup of SO(n).
Then, it is well known that T\ n) can be expressed as the exponential form T\ n) = exp (tX), X + X* = 0 (X : real-skew symmetric matrix).
Let { ± iλ u . . . , ± iλr y 0, . . . , 0} (λ k *0) be the spectral set of X, then there exists an orthogonal matrix T such that 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let {Tt) be a flow with spectral set A. Then {Tt) is periodic with period 2 π if and only if A is constituted by integers.
At this stage, we wish to mention a meaning of spectral set Λ in our sense.
In Denoting by {Tt) the flow with A as its spectral set, and we can assume that holds, where Pς n > is the factor measure on the factor space Ω/ζ n ', which is isomorphic to Ωn*. Similarly, we call an automorphism SonS»,is consistent
In view of (3. 
